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Alternative 'Masculinity' in Circus and th 
Colonial Bengal 
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Introduction: 

There is the conception among environmental historians that a 
oeo-space is divided into two opposite binary division - wild area 

and human habitat area. Always there is an interaction between 

these two spaces. Environmental1 and ecological historians 

recently made several studies on the animals in wilderness in 
historical sequence. They mainly focused how the wildlife was 
influenced by human's understanding towards them. Mahesh 

Rangarajan in "History and Theory' claimed animals have 'rich 
histories.' In the course of understanding history of animals in 

colonial India, one can witness British policy towards eradicating 

the 'pest' like elephants, tigers, wild boars on the one hand; and 

on the other, their late inclination towards preserving wildlife. 

While, elephant, wild boar, dog, cheetah, lion became the subject
matter of the discipline of history, however, the history of tigers 

in public sphere with an entertainment value is neglected by 

historians in colonial India in general and Bengal in particular. 
have divided my present paper into two sections. In the first 

On,ntend to look at the tiger, as it was represented in 

1nlal Bengal, especially in late 19h and early 20 centuries.

arallel to this, the image of the middle-class Bengali people in 

public world during the same time frame, would surely 

a strikingly contrasting picture, not on the terms ot tneir 

fo gical identities, but on the terms of the characteristics 

4gged with them. In the second section of my paper, I would 
by these 

like 

1OCus on the sharing of a certain space, that is circus, 
action 

by 
for 

these 

the 
to focus on 

CS1gnificance of this human-animal interaction for the 
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ABSTRACT 

Humans captured wild animals for their pleasure from the ancient period Western European countries developed the 

modern system of collection of wild animals which was termed as menagerie and later became more popular form of 

oological garden' or 'zoo'. The coming of colonial British rule in India and its interest in the faunas of the orient led io 

the formation of zoological gardens in several urban centres of lndia from the nineteenth century omwards. Public now get 

entertained by watching ditferet exotic animals from a safe distance withot going to forests. The early zoos were mainly 

based on iron cages with little scope of space for the wild animals. Later on, especially after the Independence, there has 

been a rapid upsurge of zoos in several paris of India. The design of these zoos are founded with new ideas of broader 

open air space, concept of park and safari. This paper wish to locate the rise and transformation of zoos of India in a 

historical time span 

KEYWORDS: Menagerie, Zoo, Enclosure, Design. Safari, Zoological Park, wild Animals 

INTRODUCTION 

The anthropocentric bent of history, nowadays, has got its critiques from a tremendous number of historians. The animal 

historians brought out various unknown hidden past of humans through studying animal or animal spaces. From pre 

historical period, human are living with non-human animals. They have domesticated animals for utilitarian perspective, 

but gradually they invested pastime by capturing and captivating several non-humans animals. In early civilisation of 

Greece, Egypi, China, the kings collected exotic animals for their pleasure. In India, from ancient time, there was concept 

of pinjarapole' -"an asylum for animals' of keeping aged or crippled animals by rich and wealthy Jains of the various 

towns where this sect is prominent. The Indian ancient kings kept deer and peacocks in the gardens of their palaces. In the 

medieval period, Mughal rulers and other Rajput kings had their own royal hunting gardens and in their royal palaces, wild 

animals like lions, cheetahs, ctc. were kept for the use in hunting.' "These animals acted as the symbol and prestige of the 

ruler and it meant the king had the power over wilderness. But during colonial rule in lIndia, the cruel manner of 

showcasing the caged wild animals for popular entertainment gained well developed torm in the name of menagerie and 

Zoological garden or z0o. In India, the rulers of the princely states also has interest in wild animals. The eminent zo0 

scholar Sally Walker notes down- "Early captive collections and wildlife (or game) parks in India were for pleasure,

ee, Divyabhanush At the Court of the Great Mughals', in Mahesh Rangrajan and K.Sivaramkrishnan's "India's 

Vironmental History',Vol-I, Permanent Black, 2012; Valmik Thapar, 'In the Court of Emperors', in Valmik Thapar and 

others edited 'Exotic Aliens: The Lion & the Chectah in India', Aleph, 2013. 
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Unfaithful Milkmen and their Neglected 
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Arijit Kundu 
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ABSTRACT: Colonial British Raj in India has taken several 
steps for the controlling and supervising of people of different 
tribes and castes for the purpose of making the disciplined 
subjects. With rapid urbanisation of Calcutta and other towns of 
Bengal, there was an increasing demand of milk supply for both 
the British and Indian residents. This actually stimulated the 
growth of cowsheds in the several areas of Calcutta and its 
suburbs. The cowsheds or cattle byres of the gowalas (milkmen) 
of Calcutta were taken into the spot of colonial supervision, 
official inspection and legislation. Looking into gowalas, their 
gowalghars and their treatment to their cows, this article wish 
to locate the picture of unspoken world of gowalasor milkmen 

and the condition of their milch cows of the city. The objective 
of the article is to find out three images- firstly, the filthy cow 
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